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background
Protass Advanced Protection is a private security company 

based in Johannesburg South Africa. They provide full time & 

part time security guards to both private and commercial 

clients. They have a VIP division that focuses on supplying 

bodyguards and personal security services.

thechallenge
Protass employs a compliment of permanent staff, together 

with temporary staff which are employed on a contract & 

project basis.

Due to the stringent security requirements of the Protass 

client profile, Protass needs to screen all staff they employ for 

various levels of security, to ensure their staff are competent 

and can pass the necessary security clearance for their 

specific role.

During their recruitment process Protass needs to verify that 

potential employees pass the following criteria.

 They are registered with PSIRA (Private Security Industry 

 Regulatory Authority).

 They hold a valid PSIRA certificate with the applicable 

 grading for the post they apply for.

 They hold a valid South African Barcoded Identity 

 document which can be verified.

 If they are not a South African citizen they hold a valid 

 work permit or residency permit.

 They pass a South African Police criminal check.

 Their CV and supporting documentation is authentic

 Their fingerprints are readable for time & attendance/ 

 access control monitoring.

The paper driven processes Protass used were costly, 

cumbersome, slow and unreliable.

thesolution
Protass installed the Meniko “HR Enrolment Solution” to 

address the challenges encountered in their recruitment 

process. A combination of the GreenBox hardware and 

GreenForm software enables a paperless recruitment 

process, GreenStore is the platform used for the Electronic 

Content Management, which stores the images and 

content created in a secure server.

The Meniko “HR Enrolment Solution” enabled Protass to 

streamline their recruitment process without generating one 

A4 document. Eliminating paper @ source the Meniko 

“Recruitment Electronic Content Management” allowed a 

seamless recruitment process which addresses all of the 

challenges highlighted. 

In addition Protass have daily control and audit reports on 

their employee Headcount, Ghost employees are also a 

thing of the past.

The Meniko “HR Enrolment Solution” provides a cost 

effective recruitment process driven by technology and not 

paper. In addition it provides Protass with a “Turnkey 

Solution” to manage their recruitment process, and almost 

any other paper driven process within the organisation, 

from cradle to grave. The biometric profile of each 

employee provides Protass with a tool to monitor their 

employee headcount, eliminate Ghost employees and 

provide audit reports on employee activity.

thebenefits
Protass achieved the following benefits by installing the 

Meniko “HR Enrolment Solution”.

 Potential recruitment applicants can be verified 

 Employee headcount is monitored and audited

 Ghost employees have been eliminated from the 

 payroll

 All supporting documents involved in the recruitment 

 process are scanned at source

 Recruitment files are generated in an electronic 

 format and stored in the Electronic Content  

 Management System

 Criminal checks can be processed via a web service 

 using the South African Police AFIS

 An electronic biometric profile of the successful 

 employee is created, this includes;

 - Electronic fingerprint templates

 -  Identity photograph

 -  Electronic signature

 Employees can be monitored biometrically for time & 

 attendance/access control purposes

 Any potential recruits who do not meet the necessary 

 standards can be identified immediately

conclusion
The Meniko “HR Enrolment Solution” is a cost effective 

“Turnkey Solution” for managing any form of 

recruitment process, and other paper driven business 

processes within an organisation.

It provides a cost effective solution to enrol employees 

biometrically, verify their qualifications and existence, 

provide audit reports and eliminate ghost employees 

from the payroll.

Eliminating Paper @ Source is one of the key drivers for 

all Meniko “Turnkey Solutions”. 
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Prior to adopting the Meniko “HR Enrolment 

Solution” our recruitment process and all our 
critical business processes were paper driven. 

We really had no intelligent way of 
monitoring our employee headcount & 

finding Ghost employees on our payroll. We now 
have a paperless streamlined recruitment process 

which addresses all our employee verification 
criteria, in addition we don't have to worry about 

storing paper files anymore, as all our business 
critical documentation is stored on the Meniko “HR 

Enrolment Solution”. 
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